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      '[T]he issues covered by James and Busher will raise many interesting challenges, and prompt a deeper reflection on the processes of online interviewing which could impact back on their understanding of face-to-face interviewing as well' - Qualitative Research 



  
              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent addition to an undergraduate course on research methods to support an honours bachelor's degree.




  
          Dr Gloria Miller




              


    
      



 


 
      I plan on adopting this book the following academic year.

I am on sabbatical this coming academic year.

The book is well-written and has a great sensitivity to the ethical dimensions involved in doing online interviewing.

This is a gem of a book packed with specific research examples that will grip the undergraduate and graduate researcher who wants to explore with web 2.0 technologies and interviewing techniques. Well-done!




  
           Sharlene Hesse-Biber




              


    
      



 


 
      Very helpful, as students increasingly using online technologies (from email to Skype to Facebook) to conduct interviews for this unit




  
          Mr Kingsley Marshall




              


    
      



 


 
      A useful supplementary book for those who want to use on-line qualitative methods. The book is theoretically grounded and also provides practical advice on how to undertake online interviewing.




  
          Dr Ruth Jepson




              


    
      



 


 
      The book is not substantial to justify a dedicated book.  It might bean issue that stems from the narrow scope.  This could have been easily reduced to a chapter or two in a general book about interviewing. Sorry.




  
          Professor Michel Avital




              


    
      



 


 
      although an excellent and useful book, it was a little to specific for the module, although I will be referring individual students to it when appropriate.




  
          Ms Naomi Ellis




              


    
      



 


 
      I recommend this book for any student who is thinking about using the Internet for their research




  
          Dr Carol Bond




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is a Godsend for me! Increasingly students are doing their research with interviewees abroad and I have not, until now had a book that I can refer them to, and which they can use. This year I have introduced a new lecture on this theme - and when I see them next week I will be clutching it in my hand and telling them to go out and buy it! I've also recommended it to my colleagues running other courses. It is particularly good as it is underpinned by theory/ some strong research.




  
          Ms Alix Slater
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    SAGE Research Methods is a research methods tool created to help researchers, faculty and students with their research projects. SAGE Research Methods links over 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book, journal and reference content with truly advanced search and discovery tools. Researchers can explore methods concepts to help them design research projects, understand particular methods or identify a new method, conduct their research, and write up their findings. Since SAGE Research Methods focuses on methodology rather than disciplines, it can be used across the social sciences, health sciences, and more.

With SAGE Research Methods, researchers can explore their chosen method across the depth and breadth of content, expanding or refining their search as needed; read online, print, or email full-text content; utilize suggested related methods and links to related authors from SAGE Research Methods' robust library and unique features; and even share their own collections of content through Methods Lists. SAGE Research Methods contains content from over 720 books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and handbooks, the entire “Little Green Book,” and "Little Blue Book” series, two Major Works collating a selection of journal articles, and specially commissioned videos.
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